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Abstract 

We study electroweak symmetry breaking involving the seesaw mechanism 

of quark condensation. These models produce a composite Riggs txxon in- 

volving the Icft-handed top qllark. >.ct the top mass arises naturally at the 

observed scale. \Ve describe a schematic rrlodel which illustrates the general 

dynamical ideas. IVe also consider a generic low-energy effective theory which 

includes several conipositc scalars. and Ivc use the effective potential formal- 

ism to compute their spectrum. \Ve develop a more detailed model in which 

certain features of the schematic model are replaced by additional dynamics. 



1 Introduction 

The Higgs doublet of the standard model. rlsetl to t>rcak tllc electro\vc>ak s>‘mrnctry and 

generate all observed quark, lcpton and gauge boson masses. does not have to be a funda- 

mental field. In fact, the fermions observed so far have the appropriate quantum numbers 

to provide t’he constituents of a composite Higgs field. Therefore, it is interesting to con- 

sider the existence of some new. non-confining strong interactions which bind the quarks 

and/or leptons within a composite Higgs field. giving rise to a condensate (associated 

with a Higgs VEV) and to Higgs-Yukawa couplings. 

Due to its large mass. the top qllark is a tlatural candidate for providing a constituent 

to a composite lliggs hoson arlcl an calcctrowr2k symmctr\’ t>reakirlg ( fC!\SS13) condensate 

[l. 21. However. the computation of the LC’ and 2 masses to leading o&r in l/NC (l\i, is 

the n~lrnher of colors) shows that. the quark whose condensate givcxs ttic‘ hlltli of electrowcak 

symmetry breakin g nlllst have a mass of order 0.G ToL* (iti t tic at)scxricc> of an c.xcessivcl- 

fine-tuned version of the 1node1 in which the new strong tl>.namics is placed at the GVT 

scale). Such 1 a 1caL.y quark may. in principle. t>fl part of a fourth gclicration. hut in 

that case one would have to worry about the proliferation of ivcxak-clorlblct fcrmions that 

contribute to the (>lectroweak radiative parameter 5’. and the top ~v01lltl not be direct I>- 

involved in the electrowcak symmetry breaking mechanism. 

In a previous letter [:3] t wo of us introduced the idea of a dynamical top quark seesaw 

mechanism. Here the EWSB occurs via the condensation of the left-handed top quark 

with a new, right-handed weak-singlet quark. which \ve refer t.o as a \-quark. The 1~1 

quark has hypercharge I- = A/:3 and thus is indistinguishable from the tR. The dynamics 

which leads to this condensate is essentially topcolor [4, 51. The fermionic mass scale 

of this weak-isospin Z = l/2 condensate is large, of order 0.6 TeV. This corresponds to 

the formation of a dynamical boundstate weak-doublet Higgs field, k (ctL,EROt). To 

leading order in l/.YC this yields a VEV for the Higgs boson of the appropriate electroweak 

scale, ~/fi = 175 GeV. However. the model also incorporates a new left-handed weak- 

singlet i-quark. \\.ith I’- = 4/:j. The \-quarks condense amongst themselves through 

additional new dynamics at still larger mass scales. .\foreover. the left-handed \-quark 

has a weak-singlet condensate with the right-handed top quark. There is ab initio no 

direct left-handed top condensate with the right-handed anti-top in this scheme (or else 

this condensate is highly suppressed). 

(.*pon tliagoIlalizat ioIl of t iie irmiotiic mass Iliatris this admits 21 conventional seesaw 
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liiechanislil. yieldin q the pllvsicai top quark ~llass as a11 eiql\-alue that is less than the 

tiO0 ( ;(,I. niatris cleIlicIit. 1‘llUS. t IlC top c~llalk Ill;lss (‘&I1 i)cJ acljustcd ilaturally to its 

c~sperirnental value. l-lie ciiagorlalization of tile ~crmioriic class Iliatris in 110 way affects 

the fact that the model has a composite Higgs doublet. ii*ith a VEV of ~?/fi = 175 

GeV. The mechanism incorporates TV, which provides the source of the weak I = l/2 

quantum number of the composite Miggs boson. and thus the origin of the EIVSB vacuum 

condensate. Topcoior and any additional strong dynamics is occurring at a multi-TeV 

scale. and the observed top quark mass arises naturally, being suppressed by a ratio of 

-TeV scales. Indeed. if a mechanism like this operates in nature. then we have already 

observed the key I = I/‘,> element of EIVSB at the Tevatron ! 

There are several attracti\‘c fcaturcs of this nlcchanism. First. lvhilc there are the 

additional \ quarks involved in I he strong tlynamics. t/l fsf (lo not fwrry wfnk-isospin 

qr~nr2turn r~umbrrs. This is it rcmarkahle aclvarltagc from t hc I)oirit of vic7v of model 

building. ‘rhe countirig constraints of technicolor. (b.2.. on the n~m~f)c~r of techniyuarks 

from the .s’ parameter. are cxsentially irrelevant for 11s. since \ve have olily a top quark 

condensate in the ELVSB channels. The constraints on custodial symmetry violation, i.e., 

the value of the L&J or equivalently, T parameter. are easily satisfied. being principally 

the llsual 111~ contribution. plus corrections suppressed 1)~ the seesaw rnr~chanism [s]. 

Second. the models make a robust prediction ahout, the nature of the electroweak 

condensate: the left-handed top quark is unambiguously identified as the electroweak- 

gauged condensate fermion. The scheme demands the presence of some kind of topcolor 

interactions. new strong interactions associated lvith the formation of the top condensate. 

This implies that QCD itself will change character at the multi-TeV scale as it is embedded 

into the larger topcolor containing gauge group. However, beyond the I = l/2 component 

of the EWSB, the remainder of the structure, e.g., the i-quarks and the additional strong 

forces which they feel. is somewhat arbitrary at this point. 

Third. the scheme implies that in the absence of the seesaw. the top quark should 

have a larger mass. of order 600 GeV. This in turn leads to a relaxation of the constraints 

on the masses of topcolor colorons and any additional hea\:>. gauge hosons. permitting 

the full topcolor structure to be moved to somewhat higher mass scales. This gives more 

model-building elbow room, and may reflect the reality of new strong dynamics. 

We believe the top qllark seesaw is a significant new idea in dynamical models of 

ELVSB and opens 11p i\ large range of new model huilcliug possibilities. For that reason 

\ve lvill gi1.e a tletailctl tliscllssiorl of the seesaw tllc~charlism irl this ~)apcr. 



1Ve begin in Section 2 with the presentation of a schematic model. IIcre the electroweak 

condensate i rr\x~l \.i rig t L iLrld \ is driven 1,. topcolor irrttractiorrs. t)rrt tile ivcak-singlet 

condensates are simply 111ass terms that ivc implernc:rrt t,y hand. This naturally separates 

the problern of EWSB from the weak-singlet physics in the ~L,R and tR sector, which 

is the key advanta.ge of the seesaw mechanism. CVe derive the effective Lagrangian for 

the dynamical IIiggs and its interactions Lvith nlattcr using the renormalization group 

approach in the large-X, fermion-bubble approximation. ‘The schematic model shows 

the emergence of the Higgs boundst.ate and the formation of the YR~L condensate. The 

schematic model provides a point of cleparture for the construction of more elaborate 

~~~oclcls, and the problem of generating light fcrmiorr Higgs-\*uka\va couplings, which \ve 

bvill not address in detail. \\-e ivill briefly sI1mmarizc ol)tions for addressing the problem of 

the &quark mass in the schematic model. The IIiggs boson mass is large in the schematic 

model, given by 2rnf, - (3( 1 'rev) in the large-.\*:. ferrniori-t)ribt)le al)~)~‘o~irnatiori. 

In Section 11 we procc~ed Lvit.11 a more ambitious attenipt to replace tlie Iveak-singlet 

mass terms of the schematic model with a dynamical mechanism. This is a somewhat 

general construction. and it leads to additior~ai composite scalars. 1\‘e give a full effecti\re 

potential analysis of this scheme. Some weak-singlet mass terms are quired to trigger 

the desired tilting of the vacuum. though they may he much smaller than in the schematic 

model. In the more ambitious scheme the Higgs boson can be as light as - 100 Gel’ pro- 

vided there is a partial degeneracy between the weak-doublet and weak-singlet composite 

scalars. In the decoupling limit the theory looks like the standard model with a light 

Higgs boson. 

In Section 4, we construct a class of models incorporating the top quark seesaw mech- 

anism in which topcolor symmetry breaking is dynamically generated. The model also 

allows for the generation of masses for the light quarks and accommodates intergenera- 

tional mixing. \Vhile the model does not provide a complete explanation of flavor and 

electroweak symmetry breaking, we regard it as an existence proof and a guide to future 

theoretical investigation. 

Section 5 summarizes our conclusions. In Appendix A we apply the effective potential 

formalism of Section 3 to the top quark seesaw model of ref. [3]. 111 Appendix B we 

prove that the coupled gap equations used in ref. [:3] are equivalent with the stationarity 

conditions of the effective potential derived in Section 13. 



2 A Schematic Model 

In tile prcscnt wet ioli \v(‘ tvill st utl\. a scheniatic Iilotlvl of the top clllarl’ s(wa~v. This 

model [vi11 be a minimal version of the top seesaw and is intended primarily to exhibit 

the essential physics. The schematic model contains the elements of the third generation, 

the left-handed top-bottom doublet. ‘-7~ = (TV, 6L). the right-handed top q~lark. tu, (we 

will postpone discussing the right-handed &quark and associated fields for the moment: 

indeed. the preselit model will not be anomaly free \vithout the inclusion of 6~ and asso- 

ciated fields. so we return to consider it below). \\‘e further introduce two weak-singlet 

fernlions. \R and \ L, (‘act1 Slaving the cl”antuIll nImI)(‘rs of f[? . The schenlatic model e?c- 

hibits the dynamical formation. \.ia topcolor. of the Riggs clo~lblet as a cwrnposite field of 

the form: 

iiT 1 I. ; = 
(- 1. \ R 6~ 

(2.1) 

We proceed by introducing an embedding of QCD into the gauge grollps S’lr(3), x 

5’/J(3)2, with coupling constants t?l and h2 respectively. These symmetry groups are 

broken down to ,~l’(:I)~c~~ at a high mass scale V. The assignment of the elementary 

fcrmions to represent ations rinder the full set of gauge groups .9(Y(:<)1 x .\‘i 7(:j).L x S’J’(3)cl; x 

Ci( 1 )y is as follotvs: 

$L: (3J.2. + l/:3) , \R : (3.1.1, +-l/:3) , tR,,\L: (1.3.1, +4/3) . (2.2) 

This set of fermions is incomplete: the representation specifiecl has [Sl’(:J)l]“, [.5’I~(3)2]3Y 

and U( 1)~ [SU(3)1,2]’ gauge anomalies. These anomalies will be canceled by fermions 

associated with either the dynamical breaking of SU( 3)1 x SU(3)2, or with producing the 

b-quark mass (a specific example of the latter case is given at the end of this section). 

The dynamics of E1VSB and top-quark mass generation bvill not depend on the details of 

these additional fermions. 

iVe further introduce a scalar field. Cp. transforming as (3.3, l,O). with negative AI: 

and an associated cluartic potential such that @ tlevelops a diagonal i-L\*. 

and topcolor is broken to QCD. 

(@;.) = vhf ) (2.3) 

,q,i(:$)l x ,s’Cy3)~ - Sc-(:3)QcYl (2.4) 



yielding massless gluorls and an octet of tlcgmerate cwlororls with mass .\I giver1 by 

(2.5) 

In more complete models this symmetry breaking may arise dynamically. hut we describe 

it in terms of a VEV of a fundamental scalar field in the present model for the sake of 

simplicity. 

We now introcluce a Yukawa coupling of the fermions \L,R to @ of the form: 

- FE@ YL + h.c. --+ --/lY, il (2.6) 

In this scheme { is a perturhativc coupling constant so V > ii,,. Finally. since both trj 

and yr, carry identical topcolor and Cr( 1)y quantum numbers \ve are free to include an 

c>xplicit mass term of the form 

- p\t ilT [I? + t1.c. (2.7) 

We emphasize t,hat tlic InaYs terms of \r, ,\\R and \L f~ will arise dynarriically iu subsequent 

schcmcs. aud arc introducc(1 by hand into the schematic model for purpo~s of illustration. 

With these tc>rrns. the Lagrangian of the ~noclel at scales below the color011 nlass becomes: 

and li,, contains the residual topcolor interactions from the exchange of the massive 

(2.9) 

where LL (RR) f re ers to left-handed (right-handed) current-current interactions, and gtc is 

the topcolor gauge coupling. Since the topcolor interactions are strongly coupled, forming 

houndstates, higher dimensional operators might have a significant effect on the low energy 

theory. However. if the full topcolor dynamics induces chiral symmetry breaking through 

a second order (or weakly first order) phase transition, then one can analyze the theoq 

ilsing the fundamental degrees of freedom. namely the quarks. at scales significantly lower 

than the topcolor scale. We will assume that this is the case. which implies that the effects 

of the higher dimensional operators are suppressed by powers of the topcolor scale, and 

it is sufficient to keep in the low energy theory only the effects of the operators shown 

in eq. (2.9). Furthermore, the LL and (RR) interactions do not affect the low-energ) 

effective potelitial iI1 tllc large .irC. limit [6] , so I<‘(’ ii-ill ignore thcnl (one slloulcl keep in 

mind that t tlesc: iliteractions may have other cffccts. such as corltrit,~itiolis to t.lle custodial 



symnietr>. \Tiolatioii paraii1etc7 r [7. 61. but these c>ifects are negligible if tllc‘ topcoior scale 

is iI1 tile Iliulti-T<2\’ t~arlg;c,). 

To leading order in I/.\,., the LI? interaction iu (Z.!,) can 1~ rc>arranged into the 

follo\ving form 
. 

(3.10) 

This is the Xambu-Jona-Lasinio (S.JL) interaction [S], which provides the binding of the 

composite Higgs mult.iplet. \Ve will analyze the physics of (2.S) by using the coloron mass 

!\I as a momentum space cut-off on the loop integrals of the theory. 

It is convenient to pass to a mass eigenbasis \vith the folloiving redefinitions: 

11\t 
tanU = - 

In this basis, the N.JL Lagra.ngian takes the form: 

-- 

LO = Lkiraetic - .lf \k \I, f t1.C. 

+& [G (cos 0 \>< - sin t!I t;,)] [(co, # < - sin 0 iQ (,,I 

where 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

IVe now proceed with the NJL analysis. factoring the interaction term in (2.13) by in- 

troducing a static auxiliary color-singlet field, q (which will become the composite Higgs 

doublet), to obtain 

-7 ,& = Lkinetic - [.\f \,q \[, + gtc~(COSO \)R - Sir10 I!;).,? f h.~.] - .\f2ptp . (2.15) 

Let us now derive the low energy effective Lagrangian by means of the block-spin 

renormalization grorll). \\‘c vic\v eq. (2.1.5) as the cxffecti\.c Lagrangian of t hc theory at a 

distance scale N l/:11. To derive the effective Lagrangian at a larger distance scale, N I/p, 

where AI > ~1, we integrate out the modes of momenta ,\I > ]kj > /l. For ,\I > !LI > /l 

the field \’ decouples. and we obtain: 



- 
In the limit .\I > .\I > 11. Ive obtain by integrating the fermion loops: 

Thcsc relationships are true for .\! > ii in the large .I’(. approximation. and illustrate the 

tlecoupling of the \ field at the scale .\1. In the limit sin0 < 1 \vc SCY that the irlcluced 

couplings are those of the usual N.JL motlel. IIowever, in this limit the IIiggs doublet is 

-, 
pretlolninantl>~ a I~ollndstate of \nQ’[,, and tile corresponding loop, Lvith loop-momentum 

rangitig o\rer .\/ > jkl > 37. controls niost of tlie rc~riorInalizatiori gror~l) c>\.olution of the 

effective Lagrangian. 

Consider, therefore. the limit sin2 0 < 1, hence cos2 0 z 1. In order for the composite 

IIiggs doublet to develop a C-EV. the SCi(3)l interaction must be srlptwritical. The 

criticality condition corresponds to tlcmantling a negative -Ir,‘(c() as ii + 0: 

(2.1s) 

This condition is equivalent to the NJL criticality condition for /I:,/.\(’ < 1. Once 

we take 9 to be supercritical. Ive are free to tune the rcnormaiizetl IIiggs hoson mass. 

ib$(p) = Gz(p)/Z@, to any desired value. This implies that we are free to adjust the 

renormalized VEV of the Higgs doublet to the electroweak value, (3’) = u/fi z 175 

GeV. The renormalizecl effective Lagrangian at low energies takes the form: 

LET>,, = Ckinetic - St sin 0 (z&v + h.c.) + 1fIq\* - .\I:(/[) p+; - X(p+j2)’ (2.19) 

where: 

(2.20) 

The resulting top quark mass can be read off from the renormalized Lagrangian: 

nl, = gt sin t3-Z~ . 
$2 

(2.21) 



which correspoIids to a Pagels-S tokar formuia of t lie forrrl: 

I’ 
L 

(1; :\‘.. I//f 
= ‘-- 

Sir2 sin’ U 
II1 

( 1 

J-f+ + O(sin’ 0) . (2.22) 

The Pagels-Stokar formula differs from that obtained (in large :Y‘. approximation) for top 

ciuark condensation rnoclels 1)~ the large enhancement factor l/ sin’ 0. This is a direct 

consequence of the seesaw mechanism. 

LVe note that. in principle. using the freedom to adjust sin0 lvc could accommodate 

any fcrmion ma.ss lighter than 600 GeV. This freedom may be useful in constructing more 

c.oniplcte niotlels in\.olving all three generations. The top quark is liriiqrie. however. in 

t,hat it is very difficult to accommodate SIIC~ a hea\.>. quark iI1 any other \~a?. l\‘e therefore 

believe it is generic. in any model of this kind. that the top quark rcceivc,s the bulk of its 

mass through this sc~sa~v mechanism. 

To better ulidcrstand the connect ioll to ttle s(~:saiv rnechariisni \v(‘ (‘;11i \.iew the tly- 

namics of the top quark mass from ttlc mixing \vith ttle \ field. Tile 111nss matrix for the 

heavy charge 2/:3 quarks takes the form: 

(2.23) 

where rntY is dynamically generated by the VEV of the composite Higgs, 9. thus satisfying 

the Pagels-Stokar relationship (g is the weak gauge coupling): 

(2.24) 

If the logarithm is not very large, then we obtain the advertised value mt, w 600 GeV. 

Diagonalizing the fermionic mass matrix of (2.23) for ~1,~ >> mt, leads to the physical 

top mass: 

mt 
fntuput 

Z ~ = rnty tan0 . (2.25) 
IlYY 

and substitution of (2.25) into (2.24) reproduces (2.22) for small tan 0 z sin8. 

The minimization of the Higgs potential gi\.es the usual N.JL result. that the Higgs 

boson has a mass twice as large as the dynamically generated fcrmion mass, which is 

mfy in the present case. Thus. the schematic model includes only one composite Higgs 

boson. ivhich is heavy. of order 1 TeV. In Section :3.:3 we will show that in a more general 

theory that includes t tic seesan’ mecllanisnl there arc more composite, scalars. and one of 

the neutral IIiggs bosons may be as light as O( 100 Geb-). 



6R,LdL: (1.3.1.~2/q . LiR: (3,1.1.-:‘/13). (2.26) 

These fermion gauge assignments cancel the anomalies noted above. \j’e fllrther allow 

GuR and q6~ mass terms. in direct analogy to the \ ancl 1 mass ternis: 

lo 3 -~~IJL~JR + ~l,~iJLDR + h.c.) (2.27) 

LVe can suppress tflc formation of the k‘~6,~ condensate altogether ~JJT c llo o sing  :\I, = 

j/ m- .\/. 111 this limit we do not produce a 6-quark mass. IIowever, by allowing 

/1,, 5 .\l and /1,/J/l,,, f-K 1 Lve cm form an acceptable 6-quark niass in the presence of 

a small =I,,( cc.~~i~l~~i~s;ttc~. \r;lt aIi0t~licr l)ossil)ilit!. arisc5 \vit bin ttiis 1110tlc~l. t Ilough it LviI1 

not IX> a general feature of these scliemcs. i.c.. to exploit instantons [.?I. If \ve suppress the 

formation of the &76~ condensate I)? choosing .\I, - :\1. there will IX> a k76,3 condensate 

induced via the ‘t IIooft determinant cvhen the 1 and \ are integratccl out. We then 

estimate the scale of ttle irlducctl ~/JR 111ass term to be aborlt - 20 CABL’. and the 6-quark 

mass then cr~icrges as - :‘Op,b//ldd (:eV. I\i: \vill not further t,laborate t!lc Gqliark mass 

in the present discussion. since its precise origin depends critically upon the structure of 

the complete theory including all light quarks and leptons. 

3 The Effective Potential Formalism 

While we believe that the NJL approximation illustrated in section 2 in connection with 

the schematic seesaw model is probably a reasonable guide to the physics of topcolor, there 

are important issues for which it is useful to have a more general and detailed description. 

In particular. the \‘acuum structure of the topcolor theory is crucial to the success of the 

enterprise, and it is important to study it with all the tools at our disposal. One of the 

most useful tools is ttie c4fectii.e potential [!,I. ‘I1 iis ias heen used in [I] to analyze simple 1 

topcolor models. In this section we illustrate its use in the seesaw scheme. 

We consider a low energy effective theory, valid up to a scale M > 0( 10 TeV), consist- 

ing of the standard 1node1 gauge group and fermions. and a new vectorlike quark, x, which 

transforms under t!lc .51’(3)c. X Slj’(2)rv X I’( 1 )l- gauge group esactl!, as the right-hanclctl 

top. 1 \g. l\‘e aSSllIl1~‘ t llat at tlie scale .\I t.llc> follo\vilig follr-ferrnioll irlteractiorls. involvirig 



the top. bottom and \.c>ctorlike (illarks. are intlucc>tl: 

c;,,, = Sa? c 
.I’, .\ I L 

A,B=b.t.k 

(3.1) 

where iv, = 3 is the numbers of colors, and 2.4~ (.-I. B = b, t, \ ) are coefficieIits determined 

hy t.he high energy theory. .\t the scale .\I the elcctrolvcaak s>.mmetry is unbroken. implying 

ZbA = zt..t. [Ience there are six independent 3,.\~ coefficients. \Ve imagine that the four- 

fermion operators (1j.1) arise from topcolor [ l] like illteractions. and therefore z.4~ are 

functions of gauge couplings and charges. For example. in the schematic model presented 

in Section L), zl, = ,\‘,cJ%/(S~T’) and all other Z.~B coc~fficicrits are zero. III the model 

introtlliced in ref. [3] all : 1~ - 1. and tlleir tlcpc~ntlence upon the charges is given in 

Appendix .A [see ccl. (r\.l)]. 

In a?tldition to tllc: four-fcrmion operators (:j. 1 ). small cxlt>ctron~eak pr~‘servirig mass 

terms are allow~~l in I hc Lagrangian: 

The model preselltcd in Section ~1 is an example of high energy physics t.hat generates 

dynamically tlicstl four-fermion operators and massc‘s. 

3.1 The Effective Potential 

Below ‘the scale :\I. the four-fermion interactions give rise to composite scalars, 4.4~ 3 

B&L (A. B = b, t, I), which are described hy the following effective Lagrangian 

At the scale AI, 4.1~ are auxiliary fields without kinetic terms. r-It scales below i\/ the 

Yukalva interactioIls intluce kirietic terms which ttlcll can he renormalizetl. and we find at 

a scale cl: 

l:fl = St c (&B&B + t1.c.) - b-($) (3.4) 
A.B=b.t.\ 

where we redefined the scalar fields, 

(X.5) 



(3.6) 

d.B=b.t.\ 

and includes qllartic terms which are ,i’f :(3) invariant. The rtnorrnalizecl quartic and 

Yukawa couplin, cr c’orlslarits tlttperlcl logarit hrnicallv on the piivsical cut-off. 

x 

/- 

I 
rJt= -= 

‘L &&z-)- 
(3.7) 

while the scalar sc~~la~~tl-~~~asscs ~1~1 tatlpol(‘ cocfficiwts tl~pc~ntl clllaclraticall>. 011 ;\I: 

(3.S) 

In order to dctcrminc the vacuum properties, we have to minimize the effective po- 

tential. Note that 21 global rr( 1 )bR symmetry forbids tadpole tcarms for the 9.46 scalars, 

independent of tile L-EC’s of the other scalars. \\‘e assume that 

=.a < 1 . .-I = 6. t, \ , (3.9) 

so that AI,&, > 0. :\s a result, the composite scalars having 6R as constituents do not 

acquire VEVs: (b.U,) = 0. .An slJ(2) \I’ transformation allows us to set (C&) = 0. We also 

t.ake zLt < 1, such that AI; > 0, which implies that Obt and oft may acquire VEVs only 

if they have tadpole terms induced by the VEVs of the other scalars. This implies that 

the VEVs of the SIJ(~)W doublet scalars. TLtR and Gi;,,x,, are aligned. so that (&) = 0. 

Finally, it is obvious that a nonzero VEV for cj,, requires :\I;, < 0. while the signs and 

sizes of f\fT, and ;\I:, are not constrained so far. 

The phases of the nonzero L’EVs can be eliminated so that 

(dff) = 1’11 . h> = --I’\\ ?  (df\) = -f’ ,, . (Q) = -,‘\f . 

where z1.4~ have positive values which minimize the following function 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 



Sote that the elNtroIvc?ali s\.rnmetry iInposes C’,, = ( It, - 0. In eq. (3.11) Eve neglected 

I rilinear tcrnls ivitil coc,fficicIlts yr/l..\~. illid III~LSS tc,rriis \vit Ii c,ocafficic>I1ts /I!,~. I’liis ap- 

prosirriatiori is jtlstifietl provided at the rliinirnurn (‘..\H > /l..~~/gf. 

\\‘e would like to find a vacuum that satisfies a general seesaw condition. 

(3.12) 

with 0 < c < 6 < 1, 0 < (1, << l/c and c << 1. The limit a,6 < 1 corresponds to the 

seesaw condition used in ref. [3]. 0 ne can easily check that the stationarity conditions. 

have indeed a sollltioIl satisf>.ing eq. (1). 12). ‘Tllis solution is a stat)lc lllirlirllllm of the 

effective potential if arid only if all four r>igeIlvaIucs of the secorld (Icrii.ati\.c of 1: are 

positive at the stationary point. Defore computing the tigenvalues. we note that the 

equations 81’/8~*,, = 0 and OI’/~)L’,~ = 0 give t and 6 in terms of C,,, C,, and ‘II,:,, 

imposing the following restrictions: 

where we defined 

(X14) 

(3.15) 

The other two stationarity conditions, ~V/ih,, = 0 and ilV/i9utk = 0, yield 

a = p [l + O(2)] 

- - - 2 :zr;, 1 p( 1 2p)b* 
“\\ = 1 - + . A( 1 - pb”) 41 + P2b2) (1 _ p6”)* U(2) 1 (:3.16) 

These expressions allow IIS to write the second derivative of I,‘( r1.4~) as 

(3.17) 

where A,,2 and B,.,,, are 2x2 real matrices t,hat depend only on 6 and .\I: t, ,t ,,. Note . 3 . 

that the ro\vs and collllnns of iY\.,-( (*,.l~) are arranged in ccl. (i3.17) in the fotloiving order: 



it is easy to compute to first order in ? the eigenvalues of c~~V(L’.~B). Three of these are 

positive [e(l. (I{. l-4) is important here]. \vhile the fourth eigenvalue cancels to leading order 

in c2. To ensure ~‘acuum stability, the corrections of order t2 to i)‘I,’ must give a positive 

contribution to tllis eigenvalue. IVe check this condition in Section 13.3, where we also 

show that this eigenvalue corresponds to the mass of a light Higgs hoson. 

3.2 Parameter Space 

The effective pot.ent ial tlcpcnds 011 six squared-masses .\I:.,. .\I:., (:I = 1). 1. 1). two tadpole 

coefficients Cl,,, C’,,. ;t11tl 011 hl( M/p). 1v C will clloosc ttie renor~tlalization point IL to be 

the mass of t hca \ fcrmion. In doing so. tve will neglect the running of the coefficients in the 

effective potential betiveen the scale 17?, and the scale rtlt. III practice. this approximation 

is justified only if .\l/rrr, > m,/mt - l/c. IVe emphasize that this condition is not needed 

in a more tlcvclopc~tl c.oniputation of the renormalization group evolution. 

\Ve Fvill proc& \vit,h tleri\.ing the constraints imposed OII the paranleters of the ef- 

fective potential by the measured values of the II,-. Z and t masses. The elements of the 

fermion mass matrix are proportional to the VEVs. 

m.4EI = -!I,(~.-1E) . (:3.19) 

It is straightforward to compute the top and 1 quark masses [see eq. (B.3)]: 

b(l + P) mt = nzt, J-iqT [1 + (3 cc*>1 

The electro\vcxak s~.rnrllctr~~ is broken ouly b\. t llc \.E:\*s of CD,+., arlcl tiL,tr 

which implies 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 



22 890 (:eL’ (1 + ,A) Ill ” 

i ( 11 

-1/L 

trl, 
(3.2’) 

lisirlg the expression for the top qllark mass iri eq. (:3.20), \ve find 21 (.orlstraiIlt on b and 

6” (1 + py 

(1 +b2)(1 +/967 
z4 x 10-211 1 (3.23) 

which shows that 6’ <, O(O.1) (-11 is not larger t,- many orders of magnitude than m, 

unless the coefficients of the four-fermion operators are excessively fine-tuned to be close 

to the critical value). 

The 1; mass cigeristatc coupl(~s to II- arid Z so that there is a potentially large 

crlstodial symmetq, \.iolation. I Iowmw-. in the tlecollpling limit (t/6 -+ 0) this effect 

vanishes. To sho~v this ivc consider the one-loop contribution of \ to the T parameter: 

where SL is the sine of the left-handed mising angle. defined in eq. (B.3): 

.5 [, = ( 
[ 

1 _ ($1 + P)(3 - P) l’* + c3 (t”) 

‘(1 f6q 1 (3.25) 

Because this mixing is small. the \ loop contribution to T is suppressed compared to the 

top loop contribution by a factor of c2/b2: 

T= 
b-4 

‘* [l - 46’ln(cb)] [l + O(b’,c’)] . 
167r2cr( M$)tJ 62 

(3.26) 

In practice, the current experimental constraints on T are satisfied if b is iarger than c 

by a factor of 2 or so [3]. Th us, the upper bound on E is about 0.1, confirming that the 

expansion in t: 2 is a good approximation. 

To summarize. for 1\(/772, - 10 the elements of the fermion mass matrix ey. (3.12) 

have sizes 

( 

mtt <, (3( 100 GeV) rnt, - (3( 600 CkV) 

r~l,~ >, 0(1 TeV) my% >, 0(5 TeV) 1 . 
(3.27) 

The effective potential analysis given is valid oral>. for ,\I >> r7z,,. Smaller \dues of ill 

(with less fine-tuning) may be allowed, though we cannot demonstrate that fact. The 

relations between E. b and C,,, C,t allow us to estimate the ;lYu and tl,t mass coefficients 

from the Lagrangian: 

(3.2s) 



3.3 The Composite Scalar Spectrum 

Next we compute the composite scalar spectrum. The :3x:3 matrix o contains a total 

of 1s real scalar degrees of freedom, corresponding potentially to a Higgs sector which 

includes three \veak-tloubkts. o,...~ 3 T?in<l~ ivith .I = h. t. \ and L*L, = (t.6),, and three 

weak-singlets. q.4 G ?iR\L,. 

An unbroken global C’( l)bR symmetry ensures that the o$b arid qb scatars do IlOt 

mix with d,.,;rt or c:, \, . Therefore. the neutral c.ompl~~x scalar OI,~ 11:~s a tllass .\I,0 given by 

Ccl. (1j.s). alld the C’OrIipkx scalars c&b kmd o,1, Ivit,h &ctric charge’ $ 1 have it IIliLSS nlatrix 

, .\,$,) + Au:, 

t’( 1 + &‘) c( 1 - ~6’) 

(:3.29) 

c( 1 - cl69 1 + 6’ 

1x1 sectiori 13.1 iv<’ itliposed -\/ii, _ \f’ > 0, wtiicti illiplies t,hat the Inixing h:t\veeti C&b and C&b ,b 

is suppressed by C. L\‘e \viil denote the mass eigenstates by /I$ and I[,$. ‘I’lie magnitudes 

of the masses that appear in the effective potential. ).\I.~B], are expected to be roughly of 

the same order in the absence of fine-tuning. I-sing the relation 

xv;, = $?fy (3.30) 

we can estimate [.!I,,\ from eq. (3.16): 

(3.31) 

Given that pb’ <, o(O.1). as can be seen from ccl. (3.23). it follows that ].\It,j 2 0(5 TeV). 

If ill,b is indeed of the same order as 1 i\[t,l, tl ien the t\vo chargccl scalars have masses of 

a few TeV or larger. On the other hand. if zfb and z,b are tuned sufficiently close to One 

so that !bftb, L\[,b << blMtxl, then the mass eigenstate Lvhich is predominantly & has a 

mass-squared 

.qf* % ‘ULf + Jf:, . (3.32) 
ttJ 

This sets a lo\vvr twtilltl 011 tllc c-llargetl IIiggs mass of about 2.50 C:cl\.. 



‘rlie otiler t,tro cornples scalars with electric. ctlarges + 1. 0ht and Oh, Ilaw I he following 

mass iiiat ris: 

b2( 1 + u’c2) 6( 1 - k) 

cliag (3.33) 

6( 1 - d) 1 +t2 

One of the eigenvalues vanishes. corresponding to the charged Nanlh~l-C;oldstoIle bosons 

that become the longitudinal I,\,‘. The other eigenvalue is the mass-squared of a charged 

Higgs boson. fi*. and can be computed without expanding in powers of c by using the 

stationarity conditions: 

This mass is also large. iilost likely above a TeV. 

There are foiir (‘P-even neutral scalars. RcoIt. Iicc~[,. Reo,, a 

matrix is given by 

(3.34) 

:iass 

$liag(l.-l.-I,--l)@l/(~~.~~)diag(l,-I.-I.-l) , (3.35) 

wit,h $1,’ indicated iii ccl. (Ij.17). It is possible to compute the eigcnvalues of t.his mass 

matris as an expansion in 6’. Tl lere are two mass eigenstates which. to leading order in 

c, are linear combinations of only Re4t and Re CA,. Since the electroweak symmetry is 

broken only by the V-EVs of +tt and dtx, it is appropriate to label these tnass eigenstates 

by h” and H”, as in a two Higgs doublet model: 

ho = dql +pby2 FWt, + QFRe&t) + We) 

HO = &(l +ptJy* (--b@Rept, + Reh) + O(c) . (3.36) 

The electroweak symmetry is unbroken in the e -+ 0 limit. so t,hat the heavy neutral Higgs 

boson is degenerate ivith II*: 

.u;p = - 2rn” (1 + ,>Lb2) [ 1 + O(C~)] = 
/x2 

. \ff,* [ 1 + S(2)] . (3.37) 

It is easier to compute the mass of the lightest neutral Higgs hoson, l\lh~, as a power series 

in b’, ivhich is a reasonably small parameter due to the constraint (3.23). The result is 

(MS) 
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For .\!t, - -.\ft,. the 11” is Iieav!.. \vit h a ~tiass of ortler &I-)1,, - SO0 CkV. III the 

5clieniatic ~tiotlvl prosmlted in Suxioll 2. the 0,, l,ollllclst~lt e tlws 11ot forr11. so that .\I<, -? 

m and \ve reco\-c:r t tic: N.JL rcsult .\!jlo = 2rrrt,. Oil I lie other liarid. if .\I\?, < 0. the 11’ 

can be significantly tighter. .-\ composite neutral I-Iiggs boson with tttass of order 100 

GeV would require a cancellation between -\I:, and .\I:, at the level of 1.5%. Such a 

cancellation does not necessarily rcquirc fine-taming: for instance. if 2’1, and \r, have the 

same charges under the broken gauge groups that induce the four-fermiott operators, then 

Zyy = Zty itnplJ.itig .\I,, = ;\Ity. This shows that the existence of a light composite neutral 

Higgs boson. with a tnass of order 100 GeV is a possibility. 

‘To leadittg ortlcr iti c. tlie other t\vo (.‘I’-even ticutral 11ia.w c~igctist;~tc~s arc‘ linear com- 

binations of Rco,, and Re (J),~, ivith a tttising of order 6. Tltcir sclttarc~tl-ttt~Lsses are given 

t??, 

(3.39) 

The tly, is heav\:. \vith a tttass of at lcast 0(.5 TcV), ivhile t1,0, can I)(> light. lvith a mass 

of order mt, or lo\vcr. if .\I:, ant1 .\f\“, are close to t,heir louver boutttl (:j. 1-l). It is clear now 

that for typical values of the parameters in the clfective potctttial all four (-‘P-even neutral 

mass eigenstates have positive squared-masses. which proves that the minimization of the 

effective potential performed in Section 3.1 is correct. On the other hand, if the restriction 

(3.1-j) on M<, and .\I:, is saturatctl at ortlcr c2. then the masses of II:1 or 11’ might vanish. 

signaling a second order phase transition to an unacceptable vacuum. 

The remaining four states are the CP-odd neutral scalars: Im&, Im&, Im&, and 

Im&. In the t -+ 0 limit the masses of the o~,~ and dL,y doublets are SIr(2)rv invariant, 

so that the linear combination of In10~~ and Itnot, analogous to II0 itt eq. (:3.36), labeled 

.A’, has a large mass given by eq. (3.X). The other linear combinatiott is the Nambu- 

Goldstone boson that becomes the longituclinal 2. At order c. the lot~gitudit~al 2 includes 

a misture of Ittio,, arid 11ti0,~. The ot.lter t\vo (.‘P-odd tnass cigenstat.c>s. .-\o\k and .ATt 

are predominantly Irn o,, and Itn o,~, respectively, and have large masses: 

,\r;o 0 
, k, ’ ..’ \ I 

f+ (1 - pb’) + O(c2)] . 

f\ 

(3.40) 

Tlicsc~ two ticwtral ~ttxs c~igctistattrs arc t ho pwt~clo Samhrt-(:ol(lstortc’ I~osorls cliscussetl in 

ref. [:J]. and arc light pro\.ided .\I:, arid .\l\“, are claw to their Ix)utttl (:1.1-l). 

Ii 



To summarize. the composite scalar spectrurrl consists of the longitudinal IC’ and 2 

alid the following state’s: 

l ho: a neutral Higgs boson of mass rnt, times a factor of order one (or smaller if 

q, z M,‘, ); 

0 t-I”. ti*, .I”: the heavy states of a t\vo IIiggs-tloiiblet sector. roughly degenerate 

with a mass (r~j,,/t)fi: 

0 fly,, Ao,,: one CP-even and one CP-odd state. which are light only if l\I<, z M&; 

0 A!),: a neutral (‘P-odd state which is light 0111~ if .\I<, z .\l/, 

l q&: a neutral complex scalar. \vith a mass .\lrr,; 

0 I[,;: a charqc~l scalar ivliich can t)c as light as 2.50 ( 

small: 

if .\I!h and .\!,I, arc sufficientl! 

l q,. . H\:* a C’P4ven neutral state and a charged scalar. \vith large [Ilasses. >, mty/c. 

Finally lye note that. for a generic choice of parameters. one or more of these scalars may 

have a mass of ortler t tie c~ltoff. .I/. If so, t,hese particles are riot part of tlie low-energy 

effective theory. 

4 Higher Energy Physics 

We have shown in the previous section that the top quark seesaw mechanism leads to a 

low-energy effective theory involving bound states of the y, t and 6 quarks. There are 

several questions that remain: What breaks the topcolor gauge group’! What interactions 

distinguish y, t and 67 How is electroweak symmetry breaking communicated to the other 

quarks and leptons. ‘) In this section we describe a class of models of clectroweak flavor 

symmetry breaking incorporating a top quark seesaw which illustrates some of the issues 

involved in constructing more complete models. 

In the prototype model. topcolor symmetry breaking will be dynamically generated 

while flavor symmetry breaking will be assumed to arise from unspecified “extended top- 

color” interactions (analogous to estended technicolor interactions [lo]) at higher ener- 

gies. The nnoclcl is Inost, c>asil>. displayc:d in “~noose notatioll” [ll]. in which lines stand 

for fermion fields and circles for .qlf(r,) gauge groups. :\u arro\v crnerging from a circle 

1s 



YL 

CjR,SR 

Figure 1: The .*moose” model of dynamical topcolor symmetry hreatking. 

right-handed quark fields are shown explicitly. \vhile P~,“‘~ denotc the three generations 

left-liandecl ivcak-doublet quark fields. 1Ve Ivill assume here that the t,n’o .(5’1:( rn) interac- 

tions and the SU(I-II. + I) interactions become strong and produce F< condensates. The 

(relatively) strong Sli( 13) 1 interactions and the \veaker SCI(:3)2 gauge group are as in the 

schematic model of Section 2: ,s’li(I3)1 x SIJ(:3)‘, x .5’[‘7(:3)2 + ,j’l:(:~)~~~ due to the for- 

matioli of CEf, illlcl [I(\,. 
Lc2 . c ondcnsates dri\.cn t,!. a strong .S’r”( /t)) gauge illtcractions. and 

- 



The scale of SC7(:3), x 5’1;(:3)‘, 1 )reaking (set b\- the cL[n condensates. i.t. the scales 

at which the t!vo .>‘l’( /TZ) interactions and the .‘I’(-( IT) + 1 ) interaction i~co~ne strong) 

is assumed to be close to the scale at which the .%I-(13) 1 interactions ivould break the 

chiral symmetries associated with the \‘R and tii fields. If that chiral phase transition is 

second-order, this breaking gives rise to a YR$J~ composite Higgs field. 

The p,\: and /lvt **mass” terms cannot be present at tree-level since the corresponding 

mass operators are not gauge-invariant. Instead. they must arise from higher-dimensional 

operators coming from higher-energy interactions. A G,\R mass term can arise from an 

operator of the form 

iwE; &AR 1 P.1) 

giving 

PKK rx twi 7 (4.2) 

while a Et12 mass terrn can arise from a four-fermion operator of the torn1 

yL<; EtR 7 (4.3) 

giving 

p\t x (FE”) . F-4) 

As these **masses” are proportional to different condensates. their sizes can naturally he 

different even if the sizes and strengths of the corresponding higher-energy interactions 

are similar. Furthermore, operators of the form shown in eq. (4.3) can involve all three 

generations of charge 2/3’s quarks and is a potential source of mixing between the third 

generation and the first two. 

A crucial feature of the seesaw mechanism is that the qLtR mass term must be sup- 

pressed. This happens naturally in the model shown in Fig. 1: no gauge-invariant four- 

fermion operator exists which could give rise to such a term. The largest contributions 

come from six-fermion operators and are naturally small. 

The masses and mixings of the first two generations can easily arise from higher-energy 

interactions as well. since both the left-handed and right-handed quarks transform under 

the SL’(3)2 interactions. For example, a charm-quark mass can arise from an operator of 

the form 

7i- (I’m YR ztj’; . (4.5) 

Tile 6 mass. however. is quite different here than in the schematic 111otld. Because 

of the presence of t 11~ Et< ’ and (2 fields which also transform under .qr*7(:1), . instanton 
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effects vicld tli”,h-tlillieIisic)~i multifermioll o[)trrators ivhich are too s111all to account for 

the I)ottorn-cluark niass. \\-t> t,c>lie\.e this Lvill r(7iiaili t rut iI1 an!- ~iiotl~l of clJ*nanlical 

topcolor s>~nlmetr!~ breaking. Thus ive have assunletl. counter-illtuiti~.cl?~. that the On 

shares topcolor interactions with 612 and \ tt so that ive can allow for the operator 

-- 
pp 13 L’L~ \ R (i$ jbR P-6) 

(th 
e p.i acts on t hc A’(‘(‘?)\\. indicts to make it, a singlet). In addition t,o a 6-(quark mass, 

this operator inducts a tadpole term for ebb in the effecti1.e potential. IIowe\rer, the shift 

in the vacuum is small if :\Itb is large, and the analysis in Section 3 remains essentially 

unaltered. 

Iiaving gi\.c>n the‘ \I( and t IlC bf< tile SilIllC St 1‘011 ,g gauge iritcractioll clllantunl numbers. 

we must introd[lce additional interactions to Yilt” the \2cullrn and pwv(wt the formation 
- 

of a pot,entiall!. largcx bt<(!$ condensate alltl a Iargca hot torn-cjriark 111ass. Iri t.hc spirit of 

c~?ctcnde(l tccl~nicolor. Eve Lvill assume that, t ho c>tfccti\.e 1,agrangian irlclutlcs operators like 

(4.7) 

with 11, > rlr,. Srlch a pattern of interactions can tilt the \YKTUUI~~. as required. The 

presence of the ol)c‘rators in eq. (4.7) give rise to contributions to the 7’ Ilarameter [7], 

beyond tliosc ii1 (:(I. (:<.?I) coming from fcrniiotl loops. IIo\vc;\,c>r. due t 0 tile large scale 

iI1 ry 0(50 TeL-). these contributions are negligible [J]. Tl le same argument applies in the 

case of other electroweak observables [12] or FCIYC effects [13]. 

CVhile \re have yet to complete a full I)llenornenological anal>,sis of t,his model, \ve 

regard it as an existence proof that it is possible to construct a 1nod~~1 incorporat.ing a top 

quark seesaw mechanism in which topcolor symmetry breaking is dynamical and which 

allows for intergenerational mixing. This model also raises additional questions: What 

gives rise to the necessary higher-energy interactions ‘? Is there a natural explanation for 

the near equalit! of the chiral symmetry breaking scales of the SC’(III) and Sli(m + 1) 

interactions? \\‘hy arc these chiral symmetry breaking scales close to the scale of s/1(3)1 

chiral symmetry breaking’? 

Finally, we note that a variant of this ~notlel coulcl be constructed I,, replacing the 

6R fermions tranSfOrming under S1’(3)1 by the WR fermiorls of eq. (2.26). adding the bR 

to the fields transforming under S’U(:3)2, and adding the WL to the fields transforming 

under SU( 3);. .\rlornal~~ cancellation will then also require t,hat A’(-( rtt + 1) is replaced 

by SC’(rt1 + 2). t-3 ‘IIC 1 a variant allows for addit iotlal sourc(‘s of nlisillg l)ctn.clcbn the third I 

generation aIit1 tlic first t.i.0. 



5 Conclusions 

In the dynamical top q~~ark seesaw mechanism L\\‘SB occurs via the condensation of the 

left-handed top quark with a new, right-handed Lveak-singlet quark. The fermionic mass 

scale of this weak I = l/2 condensate is large, of order 0.6 TeV, and it corresponds to 

the formation of a dynamical boundstate Higgs scalar with a VEX ~/fi c 175 GeV. 

However, the new l-quarks also condense amongst themselves at still larger scales, and 

have condensates with the right-handed top quark a.s well. Upon diagonalization of the 

fermionic mass matrix. the physical top quark mass is suppressed compared to the 0.6 

Tt:V matrix element by a seesaw mechanism. I\ s a result, this class of models allows for a 

dynamical origin of ELL’SB antI can accommotlatc a heavy top quark without introducing 

extra fermions carrying weak-isospin quantum numbers. 

In this paper w(a presentecl a schematic model lvith a minimal version of the seesaw 

which illustrates the c5seritial features of the dynamics. IVe also presented a calculation 

of the effective potential in a generic low energy theory that incorporates the dynamical 

top quark seesaw mechanism. This effective potential allows one to understand the range 

of parameters required for the seesaw mechanism to be successful. Furthermore. we have 

computed the spectrllrn of composite scalars. ivhich includes a potentially light Higgs 

boson. Finally, we presented class of models of electroweak symmetry breaking which 

incorporate the top quark seesaw mechanism and in which topcolor symmetry breaking 

is dynamically generated. 

Many issues remain to be explored. Among these are: \Vhat is the most elegant 

method to incorporate the first two generations of quarks and intergenerational mixing, 

as well as leptons ? Is there a natural mechanism for topcolor to break close to its chiral 

symmetry breaking scale ? i\re there generic experimental signatures of the top quark 

seesaw? We believe that the top quark seesaw opens up a wide range of directions in 

model building which may allow these questions to be answered. 
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Appendix A: The U(l) Tilting Model 

1\‘e al)plF here t Ile c~lfectivc~ t hcory approactl tliscuswtl iri Section :I to t tie original model 

with a dynamical seesaw mechanism [:I]. The transformation properties of the third gen- 

eration fermions under the gauge group are shown in Table 1. The breaking of the gauge 

group down to the standard model one leaves a degenerate octet of massive “colorons” 

and two heavy I -( 1) gauge bosons. It is a.ssumed that all these gauge hosons have a mass 

III - O( 50 TeV). 

The coefficients of the four-fermion operators are given b\ 

2 

( 

.y - 1 
3.48 = ; 

2 .V,. 
r; + k;A,bK, + -Y,.I-YBKH-L 

) 
. (Al) 

lvliere 1. are the I -( 1) 1 charges \vhilc .Y arc t 11e I -( 1 ) - H I, charqcs. show11 iI1 Table 1. and 

~.h:~.h’~-f, are ttle Ff*(:l), x f-(l), x f’(l)~-1, c.ollplifi g constants. tl(4inA xi the gaiig~x 

couplings squar(‘(l tli\~itlccl 1,). $7. 

K(3)1 .w:(:3)~ sup),, f.(l), Y( l).L J ‘( 1 In-L 

QL 3 1 2 I/3 0 l/:1 

ffl 3 1 1 -i/3 0 - I /3 < .I' < 0 

bR 3 1 1 -',,/:I 0 i/3 

IL 1 1 2 -1 0 -1 

TR 1 1 1 -2 0 -I 

4 1 1 1 0 0 -1 

XL 3 1 1 4/:3 0 -l/3 < x < 0 

XR 3 1 1 4/:3 0 l/3 

Table 1: Third-generation and \ fermion representations 

The charge assignment implies .\/<, < -\I<, < .\I;: < .\I<, and .\I:, < .I1fb < Al<,. The 

scalars having b,, as constituent do not acquire \-EL7s pro\.icled .\!fb > 0. which gives 

- 2r;I+rig-L < 12gLc) . 

The vacuum alignment condition ;\I:, < 0 < .\$ requires 

:jii 
IK, + 3.l.h-F)-,, < 12 - - K < .!fi, + h‘fj-[, 

( 1 s 

(AZ) 

(A.3) 



Finally. the restriction .\I<, >, .\I;, imposed bv the minimization conclition (1j.14) gives ,’ 

The range of the I-( ~)B-L charge of TV and \L, -l/3 < .r < 0. allows the conditions 

(A.2). (A.3) and (:\.4) to be simultaneously satisfied. 

The relation between the coefficients of the four-fermion operators and the fermion 

charges leads to relations among the six M,iB p arameters from the effective potential. 

These relations are simplified by observing that the non-Abelian coupling constant K 

is assumed to be larger than the [I( 1) coupling constants. which implies the criticality 

condition 

h- = F + (3(h.,.&&L) . (AA) 

‘To first, order in til/,s and KB-L/I\: one can write down three sum rules: 

:I consequence of the second sum rule is lllkb > 1A\11,1, so that t,he fl,: cllarged scalar 

discussed in Section 13.13 is heavier than rnt,/c. Therefore, in adclition to ho, the only 

composite scalars that may be lighter than T~L~,/c are the neutral states .I:‘, .Ayt, /1,0,. 

and +bb. 

The composite scalar spectrum is a function of the following parameters: K, K~, ~ig-~, 

X, 6 and ln(M/nz,). F or example, the lightest Higgs boson has a mass 

M$ = 4m& 
(1 - :3+&-r, - 12K1 

’ 97r [l - :37r/(%C)] + 3(1 - S)K&r, - 461 
[I + (3(K1, riB-L, b’, f*)] . (A.7) 

In this model, the Higgs boson would have a mass of order 100 GeV only if the ratio 

K1/6B-~ is smaller than (1 - :1~)/12 by no more than a few percent. 

Appendix B: Equivalence between the Gap Equations 

and the Stationarity Conditions for the Effective Po- 

tential 

In this Appendix we show that the set of coupled gap equations used in ref. [:3] is identical 

[in the large :v, 1 imit allcl for large ln( !Ir”/F)] with tlic stationarity conditions for the 

(affecti\,e potent,ial (;(xe S(:ctiorl :I. 1). 



The four-ftrrtiiott operators tiiscrtsswl iti S(:ctiott :I [SW rcl. (IJ.1 )] Ic,atl to it tl\,nanlical 

tiiass riiatris for t It<, t atltl \ cliiarks. gi\wt itt tltc> \\o;rk cliz;;cttst ;Lt(‘ t);rsis I)\. 

ivith all t,he elettlettts real (this cati bc ettsutwl b>. a please retlefittitiott of tlte fields). The 

top and \ masses are the eigen\Aues of this tttatris. 

while the mass c~igcttstates are given 1,) 

where 

(B.3) 

and cn,s~ are obtained by substituting ?)zl, t) II~,~ in the above expressions for CL,SL. 

The one-loop gap equations can be easily computed by keeping the weak eigenstates 

in the external lines. and the y and t mass eigenstates running in the loop (see Fig. 3): 

and are given by 



\i’, t’ 

112 .\B /‘.-1B 

2z + ;o> 

BR .-II, BR :A L BR .-1L 

Figure 2: Coupled gap equations. 

Using the relation between the mass matrices in the two basis, namely 

1 
m,Jf” - - ( 1 Zxt 

1 - pyti\f2& = - [m, (mzt + In:, + m:J + rnttrnt,rily, In 5 

1 ( ) 

$7) 

where we neglected III f In(~r~~/m~) compared irith ,,,f,, In( .\12/rn:), lvhich is consistent 

with the leading log approximation used in eys. (B.5). 

One can see that the gap equations (B.7) are identical with the stationarity conditions 

(3.13) for the effective potential derived in Section 3. 
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